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1 Techniques

UX impact:  Effort required: Very Small

Suggestion strength:  Regression:  

Description

In directives, we have a "priority" field that allows to choose what directive must be chosen for a non-multi instance technique.

That field is a select with choices: [0,1,2,3...,10]

And 0 is the most prioritary, ie the one directive that get chosen. Appart from some computer scientist using cons list all day, this is

strange.

We need to change that to something more understandable. I propose:

Priority: 

[ default ]

 ---------

| highest |

| +4      |

| +3      |

| +2      |

| +1      |

| default |

| -1      |

| -2      |

| -3      |

| -4      |

| lowest  |

 ---------

 Of course, in the backend and database, nothing change (ie we still map toward integers from 0 to 10, most prioriterary = 0)

Associated revisions

Revision e5e0aa4e - 2017-11-14 14:08 - François ARMAND

Fixes #11725: \"Priority\" level mean the contrary to what is thought

Revision 78c03612 - 2017-11-14 14:08 - François ARMAND

Fixes #11725: \"Priority\" level mean the contrary to what is thought

History

#1 - 2017-11-14 13:25 - François ARMAND

- Status changed from New to In progress

- Assignee set to François ARMAND

#2 - 2017-11-14 13:30 - François ARMAND

- Description updated
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Change order to put "highest" on top

#3 - 2017-11-14 13:57 - François ARMAND

- File 2017-11-14_13-55-08-rudder-priority-field.png added

Proposed solution:

 

#4 - 2017-11-14 13:58 - François ARMAND

- Status changed from In progress to Pending technical review

- Assignee changed from François ARMAND to Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Pull Request set to https://github.com/Normation/rudder/pull/1778

PR https://github.com/Normation/rudder/pull/1778

#5 - 2017-11-14 14:11 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Subject changed from "Priority" level mean the contrary to what is thought to Change how Directive priority is displayed

#6 - 2017-11-14 14:12 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Tracker changed from Bug to User story

#7 - 2017-11-14 15:15 - François ARMAND

- Status changed from Pending technical review to Pending release

Applied in changeset rudder|e5e0aa4e974a73b6e74a9fdeb4e43d6264ebfd0c.

#8 - 2017-12-11 17:06 - Vincent MEMBRÉ

- Status changed from Pending release to Released

This bug has been fixed in Rudder 4.1.9 and 4.2.3 which were released today.

4.1.9: Announce Changelog

4.2.3: Announce Changelog

Download: https://www.rudder-project.org/site/get-rudder/downloads/
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